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INTRODUCTION
1

“It's been a rather trying business, this painting."—Albert York
"What Al doesn't understand is that in art you never hit what you're aiming at, but
the difference may not be downward," - Robert Kulicke2
Albert York (1928–2009) is remembered for his lyrical, modestly sized paintings created on the
East End of Long Island not far from the New York art world, from which he shied away. To
that effect, he was as reticent to speak about his art as he was apparently uninterested in the
world that would have listened. However, in fact, the reticent York was sending messages to
the world and to those to whom he was close, all through the language of flowers. These
messages, heretofore unrecognized, make the flowers a separate and definable category of art.
His forty-year career produced some 250 works that embraced three genres: landscape art,
figurative themes, and still-lifes—most specifically cut flowers. The few oil paintings delivered
to the Davis & Langdale Gallery, his sole dealer for forty years in New York, were often wet
and unsigned and always untitled. Yet, York was never idle, for he painted daily. He was filled
with doubt – as was Cézanne – and he often scraped down a painting and started again. The
extant paintings were lucky to have escaped this almost obsessive practice. Only later in life did
York seem to accept uncertainty as part of the process, and he began to work in full confidence.
From the Sixties until his last painting done in 1994, York returned over and over again
to the images of flowers, telling us of just how much the genre meant to him. They are, in this
writer’s opinion distinct from his landscapes and figure paintings. However, the writer is alone
in this opinion, for most, including Cecily Langdale, the ranking expert on York, see the work as
part of a homogeneous whole. The purpose of this thesis is to demonstrate how and why the
1

2

Calvin Tomkins. “Artist Unknown”, The New Yorker, June 19, 1995, 82.
Tomkins, “Artist Unknown,” p. 82.

flower paintings are a distinct and separate part of his life’s work.
The artist’s early work is blunt, and heavy-handed, yet gracefully and masterfully evolves
throughout his career. As he matured, the paintings become more assured, even graceful and
harmonious, often fused with other elements. York is best known for his landscapes, but given
the new discoveries of his hidden messages, the flower paintings demand that more attention be
paid to them. This thesis investigates York’s growth as an artist that allowed him to extend the
flower genre beyond simple, straightforward depictions into the fields of landscape and
figuration, resulting in a body of work that is a major contribution to the art of his time. I
acknowledge herein the contrary opinion that they do not form a separate category. However, I
love these paintings, and I will attempt to demonstrate why we must consider them apart. At the
same time, we need remember that York did not consider himself a painter of any specific genre.
Indeed, he could not for as we proceed we will need pay attention to his great landscape
paintings, which continue in the tradition of the great American master, Albert Pinkham Ryder
(1847-1917).

York, born in 1928, died in 2009, had twenty one-person exhibitions, but nary a one
with a specific theme. Key exhibitions were held in 1964, 1975 and in 2010, a memorial
exhibition. They all included landscapes, figure paintings, as well as flower pictures. Thus, it is
little wonder that the secrets of the flower paintings, their distinct and profound meanings, have
remained buried, out of sight from even those who had cherished his art from the very start of
his career. In so doing, this thesis announces a new part of York’s legacy, a kind of rebirth of
our understanding of his life and art. It is filled with surprises, unknown until now. We can
now see York in a new light, which will enable us to see him with greater appreciation, and
even, perhaps, garner the larger public recognition that he deserves. (Fairfield Porter wrote in a

1975 catalog essay “York’s paintings are popular partly because, as Gertrude Stein said of
3

herself, he has a small audience. ”)
However, to be sure, that small audience has included many of the best art writers and
collectors of our times, including Porter, Lawrence Campbell, Kenworth Moffett, Charles
Corbett, and Bill Berkson, among them. To that effect, he can be called an “artist’s artist.” His
work can be found in many great museums, including the Cleveland Museum of Art, The
Museum of Modern Art, New York, The Wadsworth Athenaeum in Hartford, Connecticut, the
Art Institute of Chicago, and The Parrish Art Museum in Long Island. One can say he is an
artist with a cult following, but as his work has become better known that audience has
expanded to wider reaches.
His career spanned more than thirty-five years, extending from 1964 until 2000. He always
stood apart, for his work was not mainstream, and he was personally distant and aloof from the
social life of the New York art world. He did come to the city occasionally and on these trips he
would visit the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Frick Collection. He also enjoyed books on
art history. Early on, he found employment as a carpenter and painter, working by himself, with his
hands. He often seemed depressed, speaking of his paintings as “pretty lousy pardon the word—
work. Pretty bad. It has no relation to good painting. I don’t recognize myself in those things. I
would like to do better.”4

3

Fairfield Porter, Albert York (New York: Davis & Long Company, 1975) [exhibition catalog]. n.p.
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His paintings are small, 10 x 10, or 12 x 12 inches, but their internal scale is large and
powerful so they read as much larger. By scale we mean how they fill the painting; as the poet
and art critic Bill Berkson noted: “The paintings don't read as delicate miniatures; the compressed
energy they embody holds up, clear and vibrant, across a room.”5 Calvin Tomkins in his 1995
article and interview said: “York was often inclined to scrape his panels down and start over, in
the past, he used to tell the Davises [his longtime gallery dealers] that he was finishing a still life,
6

and two weeks later they would receive a cow painting.” York never titled his paintings, so the
gallery added descriptive titles, for identification. His paintings are simple, straightforward,
without apparent complexity, sometimes almost awkward, certainly always to the point, a
physical presence. It had nothing to do with any developments of the age we know today as the
history of the times. Until now, as William Corbett writes in his 2010 monograph,

They are natural and painted with total conviction. The flowers are not prettified. They
have no sweetness about them nor are they delicate. Their beauty is uncompromised by
sentiment. York does not attempt to elicit our sympathy: these flowers belong where
they are, having been placed with a certain nonchalance yet painted with lavish strokes
and total attention. It is this concentrated attention which York gives to his viewer.7
Most of the artist’s approximately 250 paintings are held in private collections, in part the
reason why his art is not more widely known. I had to rely on the thirty-four out of roughly 90
flower paintings for this thesis. As William Corbett, writes: “The value in a York painting of
flowers is its consummate thereness, a thing we look at and feel what we feel…”8

5

6
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8

Bill Berkson, “The Idylls of Albert York” Art in America 76, 1988, p. 174.
Tomkins, “Artist Unknown,” p. 76.
William Corbett, Albert York (Boston: Pressed Wafer, 2010), n.p.
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CHAPTER ONE
BIOGRAPHY OF ALBERT YORK
Albert York, was born in Detroit, Michigan in 1928, and spent his adolescent years in Canada.
His father, Albert York, Sr. was British immigrant to Canada, and sought employment in the
auto industry in Detroit. His parents were estranged soon after York’s birth. In an awful event,
he was falsely led to believe that his mother had subsequently died. After his mother had
apparently died, his father could not care for his son. Thus, he was placed first in a nursery, and
then in a boarding school near Flint, Michigan, for the next seven years.
York attended school in Bellville, Ontario, where he then lived with his aunt and her
husband. They encouraged him in his interest in art and gave him private lessons in painting
from a local artist. In 1947, York briefly studied at Ontario College of Art before he moved
back to Detroit, to be with his father. There, he enrolled in the Society of Arts and Crafts (now
the College of Creative Studies) in 1948, where he gained a scholarship and studied for almost
two years. The school was founded on the principles of Arts and Crafts movement founded by
William Morris; it emphasized the well-made, the well-constructed, made by hand in the
manner of the medieval craftsman. If York’s paintings show anything, they are constructed like
small monuments. However, York was drafted into the Army in 1951 and served in Korea for
9

two years, an experience that had a significant impact on him .
Upon his discharge, in 1953, York moved to New York City and enrolled at the Arts
Students League. He worked at odd jobs yet was unable to pay the full tuition required and
had to take evening classes in the studio of Raphael Soyer (1899–1987), a well-known realist
painter of the American scene. This was a god send for York, for Soyer’s work offered valuable

9

Genevieve Schad (nee Caldwell), interviewed by author, p. 15, January 2020.

lessons in the way of direct, frontal, straightforward, and uncomplicated painting, with a loving
sympathetic, yet unsentimental touch. It suited York and his temperament well, and offered an
authentic way of painting in the oncoming rush of the openly emotive, highly charged Abstract
Expressionism that had brought new prominence to American art. He was York’s only teacher.
Among other things, Soyer introduced York to a brighter palette, and York credited him with
efforts to raise him out of monochromatic painting, a restrictive tendency the artist felt he never
fully moved out of. “I'm a black-and-white painter,” York states in the 1995 New Yorker profile,
“Well, light blue and dark green. Raphael Soyer tried to get me out of it.”10
From 1954 to 1957, York studied informally and intermittently at Soyer’s studio on West
56th Street while he worked odd jobs to support himself. However, he had to virtually stop
painting in order to support himself. Any of his independent creative efforts diminished and
eventually ceased altogether as he worked full-time to afford room, board, and the occasional
lesson. An acquaintance suggested he might work at the Robert Kulicke frame shop on East 73rd
Street and recommended York for employment. The job of learning gilding at Kulicke’s would
wrest York from the dead-end job where he was working and put him in contact with a number
of influential members of the New York art world. Kulicke framed not only for wealthy patrons
of the Upper East Side but for contemporary galleries that were framing the paintings of such
acclaimed artists such as Mark Rothko and Willem de Kooning. Kulicke’s remembrances of
York were of a very adept, but exceedingly bashful, guilder. “I spent hours talking to him in the
shop, but I don't recall a single thing he ever said except ‘Yes,’ ‘No,’ or ‘Maybe.’”11 In 1958,
around the time of York’s employment, this tells us of how shut down he was of the terrible
consequences of his parent’s abandonment of him, Kulicke’s shop received the job of framing
10
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some 300 paintings by Giorgio Morandi for an upcoming traveling exhibition originating at
World House Galleries in New York. This first-hand experience of seeing so much of Morandi
in person, left an indelible mark on York, as well as it did on Kulick.12

In 1959, he met his future wife Virginia Mann Caldwell, a Barnard College graduate with
two children from a previous marriage, at an artist’s loft party. York’s introduction to Caldwell
apparently was not as a painter, as she was not aware of his artistic propensities at least until a
year later on their trip to Paris. Just prior to their marriage in 1961, they and the two childrenspent the spring and summer of 1960 touring Paris and the South of France.
York spent little time in museums; rather, he painted landscapes of the southern coast near
Sanary-sur-Mer, where they stayed for the summer. After sailing home in the early fall, York
resumed his gilding work at Kulicke’s. He started work at 5 AM, so he could paint in the
afternoon, doing landscapes of Central Park en plein air. He frequented the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, where he admired the Ashcan painters such as Robert Henri and George Luks
and was greatly inspired by the works of Édouard Manet, and Paul Cézanne. He also discovered
Albert Pinkham Ryder’s The Toilers of the Sea (1880–85; fig.1) (Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York) and at The Frick Collection, he found St. Francis in the Desert (1476–78; fig.2) by
Giovanni Bellini. Both artists also had an impact upon York.
At the coaxing of a co-worker, York showed his paintings to Kulicke. In turn, Kulicke
recommended York’s work to his friend and business partner Roy Davis. Davis’s gallery had
been located at East 62nd Street for ten years, during which time Kulicke had been displaying
his frames in a corner of the gallery. Davis, taken with York’s work, asked him to join the
12

Discouraged by his studies with Fernand Léger in Paris, Kulicke stopped painting prior to 1951. Inspired
by his interaction with, and framing of Morandi’s work, he returned to painting in 1957.

gallery in 1962 and mounted York’s first one-person show in 1963. The exhibition was
favorably reviewed locally and most of the works were sold for between a range of $150 to
$400. Lawrence Campbell, the critic for ArtNews at the time, reviewed the show describing
York as “a specialist in very “tiny, important differences” while carrying “the poetry of a
Ryder, and without looking much like Ryder, either.”13 Campbell was an excellent critic, but
his comment on Ryder was not exactly accurate. Indeed, Ryder’s influence on York was
profound, and York’s landscape, Two Trees, can be said to be informed by Ryder’s painting,
Weir’s Orchard in the Wadsworth Atheneum. Surely, York was inspired by the small sizes of
Ryder’s paintings to also paint in that manner.

The following year, 1964, York and family moved from New York to East Hampton, on
Long Island. Mild-mannered and a loner, York was not much of a family man. For the next year
he commuted daily to his job, but the travel became too much, and after a year he quit his job.
He found work as a carpenter and house painter in and around East Hampton. He did, however,
maintain a fruitful relationship with the gallery and Roy Davis. Thereafter, he mostly mailed his
paintings to the Gallery, thus avoiding the long trip. It is probable he seldom went to his
openings, or even saw his own exhibitions. The noted painter and writer, Fairfield Porter (19071975) who lived half the year in Southampton, included York in Eighteen Painters: Invitational
Exhibition at the Parrish Art Museum in the town the following year. Subsequently, Porter, a
widely respected figurative painter, remained an important supporter of York’s work.
In 1968, York’s family moved again, but this time not far, moving into the former home
of Virginia’s parents also in Long Island. During these harmonious times, York created rare
portraits of family members. Virginia’s passion for gardening “four large raised beds, one
13
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always for flowers” is fondly remembered by family members.14 Virginia wrote and read
poetry, some of which was published in the local newspaper. However, times were not always
peaceful; the stepchildren have recalled that York became increasingly distant and aloof and
could also be antagonistic.15 He worked apart, and his output was steady but limited; he only
did ten or so paintings a year, always shown at Davis & Langdale. As a result, these exhibitions
were usually supplemented by older work in private collections.
In 1973, just prior to the death of his father, York learned that his mother was, in fact,
still alive. Her earlier “death” had been fabricated in order to hide her marriage to another man.
His father was too weak to help the awful situation. She had moved to Florida, but after the
death of her second husband, she wanted to be with York, her son. It was a happy reunion. But it
did result in a rift in his marriage to Virginia. Recollections from a family member of that
difficult time was that York was “deciding whether be a son, a husband, or a father.”16 His
mother established a trust fund for him, meaning he did not have to rely on sales of his paintings.
York moved to Florida for at least two years before returning to Long Island. The reunion
seemed to energize York’s painting, for in 1975 his gallery was able to organize an exhibition of
forty-seven paintings. Fairfield Porter wrote the catalogue essay. Short but telling, it spoke of
how York both “identifies with his subjects “as well as “identifies with the materials” and that
the artist “is able to relate to the mystery of the world that our civilization tries to keep us from
being aware of.”17 His work sold reasonably well, and more importantly, lifted York into
prominence, at least amid a knowledgeable circle of artists and writers, and museums. York’s
work had become well known, and thereafter was furthered by shows every two years at the

14
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Kristen Schad, interviewed by author, 21 January 2020.
Kristen Schad, interview.
Kristen Schad, interview.
Porter, Albert York, n.p.

gallery.

In 1980, Virginia York sold the Long Island family home and moved to Philadelphia to
be closer to her daughter in Carlisle, Pennsylvania. York accompanied her, set up a studio in
Philadelphia. Yet, dissatisfied, he returned to Long Island shortly thereafter to work in various
rented houses and became unusually prolific. Now well off, he purchased a home in Long
Island. Virginia returned to Long Island in the mid-80's, reunited with York, and the couple
lived together in Watermill, New York, until his death in 2009.

In 1982, the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston organized York's first one-person museum
exhibition. The exhibition was an annex to Contemporary Realist Painting; A Selection curated
by Kenworth Moffett, the museum’s curator of Modern and Contemporary Art. The museum
also had a retrospective exhibition of Fairfield Porter at this time. The realist exhibition was not
accompanied by a catalogue but it did result in York's first national reviews and the opportunity
for the young Mathew Marks, the gallerist, to see York’s work. Thirty-two years later, in 2014,
Marks, along with curator Joshua Mack, mounted the largest York exhibition to date at Marks’s
eponymous gallery. This was accompanied by an ambitious and extensively researched
catalogue.18
In 1973, York was included in the exhibition Still Life 1945–1983 curated by Linda
Cathcart at the Contemporary Arts Museum Houston (CAMH) in Texas. As a result, Cathcart
had wished to meet with York and to offer him a full retrospective at the museum, but neither
occurred due to York’s reticence to meet. In 1998, he received an American Academy and
Institute for Arts and Letters award and the attendant exhibitions, neither of which he attended,
allowing, instead, Davis & Langdale to represent him.
Along with regular solo exhibitions that occur roughly once every three to four at the
Davis & Langdale,19 the distinguished curator Klaus Kertess included twelve paintings of York’s
in the 1989 exhibition, Painting Horizons: Jane Freilicher, Albert York, and April Gornik at the
Parrish Art Museum in Long Island, not far from York’s own home.20 Afraid York would decline
the opportunity, Davis & Langdale accepted Kertess’s invitation to exhibit on York’s behalf, York

18
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19

did not know of the exhibition until it was almost over and saw it on its closing days. He was
greatly disillusioned by viewing his work and he may have regretted his inclusion. Speaking to
Calvin Tomkins in his only published interview, he said: “It has no relation to good painting. I
don’t recognize myself in those things. I would like to do better but, of course, it’s there, and
probably I will never be able to change it.”21 York’s doubt was profound, and plagued him for
years. In sum, it amounted to a form of self-hate.
In 1992, his last painting was sent to the gallery. The next year Bill Berkson organized
The Paintings of Albert York, a retrospective exhibition of twenty-four paintings at Mills
College in Oakland, California. Berkson who championed his work wrote: “...he has taken up
the desultory art of genre painting and returned to it its original power of symbolic form.”22
When, and if ever, York ceased working is still unknown. Tomkins’s interview remains
the sole account of record. According to the profile, the artist’s creative process remained fertile
two years after the last painting of 1992.
I work in the basement right now, in the underworld. I get the early-morning sunlight
through a couple of basement windows. I'm an early riser—up at 4:30 or 5 A.M. I get my
New York Times in Southampton—you can get it early at the 7-Eleven. I take a look at
the world and have a cup of coffee, and then I get to work.

In 2001, Werner Kamarsky, a philanthropist and respected collector of contemporary art,
selected York for the Francis Greenberger award of $10,000 bestowed on under-recognized
artists. York was suffering from cancer at that time, and he could only manage to draw. Some
of his compositions were sent to the gallery. He died in 2009. One year prior to York’s death,
Davis & Langdale mounted Albert York: A Loan Exhibition, stating: “The exhibition will
Tompkins, “Artist Unknown,” p. 81
Bill Berkson, The Mysterious Albert York, The Paintings of Albert York (Berkeley: Mills College of Art)
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consist of approximately twenty paintings, a number of which have not been seen for many
years. Although Albert York has produced no new paintings since 1992, we have attempted
these periodic exhibitions to make his work accessible to painters and the general public.”23
York’s work is admired and respected among collectors and museums, despite his low
estimates of his own art. The critic Barry Schwabsky, in his review of a 2104 exhibition at
Matthew Marks in New York, wrote: “The view of York’s achievement among his fellow
painters is otherwise—a reverence bordering on the cultish. When York was alive, I considered
him the best living American painter, an artist friend told me recently, adding for emphasis:
‘And that was when de Kooning was alive, too’.”24
Davis & Langdale memorialized his life’s work in 2010 with Albert York: A Memorial
Exhibition declaring, “The exhibition honors the memory of Albert York, who died in October
2009, and whom Calvin Tompkins once described as ‘the most highly admired unknown artist in
America.’”25 His ashes were scattered off of the end of the jetty at Wyborg's Beach in East
Hampton.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE Art OF ALBERT YORK
Certainly part of the strong emotional appeal of these paintings is that he is not clever,
and in no sense superior to the nature of his medium or the nature of the subject, but that
he is at one with both. —Fairfield Porter26

Albert York began painting in earnest in 1960 at the age of thirty-two. For the next three
decades he created small oil paintings of landscapes, figure compositions, and flowers. These
genres harken back to seventeenth-century Europe, when they were deemed the lowest of the
genres in value and significance by the Royal Academy where the classifications demarcated
hierarchical significance. York considered his work as decidedly “out of date” and that “The
modern world just passes me by.”27 “It was a different world,” he said. “Naturally, it froze
you— made you think, what are you doing with your tiny panels?”28
Over time, York's hand became more assured, his confidence greater. But he still
scraped down more images than he kept. York often delivered paintings to the gallery
“practically still wet,” having to “get it out of the house in order not to destroy it.”29 Though the
number of paintings that York released were few, his painterly skills grew. His palette
expanded, his vistas opened, and the distinction among genres blurred. As his art developed his
palette would open, his painterly vistas would deepen, and the boundaries between genres would
blur. He continued to paint small panels, usually 12 x 12 inches, but the internal scale remained
large, one of the best qualities of his art. He used a variety of supports including plywood,
Masonite, board, and canvas. His paint handling became looser and more open over the course
26
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of his career. York’s prudent brush often halts just before the outer edges of the support, offering
a stark contrast of elements.
York’s subject matter was based partly on landscape, as in the early Landscape with Two
Trees and River (1962; fig. 3). Symbolic creatures appear, as the snake as in Landscape with
Trees and Snake (1980; fig. 4) which refers to the garden of evil, and original sin, perhaps
referring to himself and his guilt; or are they more straightforward, as the animal in Brown Cow
(1984; fig. 5)? Both the snake and the cow evokes Old Master painting, for which York had
great affinity. Did he seek to make a contemporary update of the Old Masters? Was a cow a
takeoff on Warhol’s famous cow wallpaper of 1968? They are more complex than they may
appear at first. Or they can be perhaps allegorical, as in Woman with a Skeleton (1967; fig 6),
surely a warning of oncoming and inevitable death. The composition undoubtedly references
Ryder’s famous Death at the Racetrack, in the collection of the Cleveland Museum of Art, yet
another example of how inspirational Ryder was for York. It is unquestionable that older art,
such as works by Courbet, Manet and Ryder, and art historical references abound in his art.
York's early depictions of flowers seem straightforward, as in the 1978 Roses in a Glass
Jar (Fig. 7). In later years, however, he often placed these floral depictions within perplexing
scenery with even more baffling figurative elements as depicted in Three Red Tulips with Horse
and Rider of 1982 (Fig. 8; Parrish Art Museum, Watermill, New York). York said nothing of
what these elements might mean or refer to. Such paintings certainly contain Surrealist
overtones, contrary to York’s claim that modern art had passed him by. However, York’s
primary interests would remain focused on the Old Masters and nineteenth-century French
painting.
York never titled his paintings. The gallery added descriptive titles by listing what was

depicted in the painting. York’s Woman with Skeleton (1967; fig. 6) implies a Death and the
Maiden motif. The two lounging figures in a grassy field, Two Reclining Women in a Landscape
(Fig. 10) also from 1967, derives directly from Gustave Courbet’s (1819–1877) Les Demoiselles
des bords de la Seine (été) (Young Ladies on the Banks of the Seine [Summer] from 1857 (fig. 11;
Collection Musée d’Orsay).
In York’s flower paintings and his figurative compositions, the horizon is flat and up
close, devoid of perspective, and thus creates a stage-like setting. The figures are frontal, and
centered, standing side by side. These appear casually rendered, almost sloppily, as if to
downplay their importance, so as to assuage the demons in his head from his own private world.
The landscapes, most probably painted en plein air, comprise atmospheric, pastoral fields, hills,
and trees. They are far better executed than the figures and seem to have been taken more
seriously. The landscapes are beautifully constructed and the way the shapes are locked in calls
to mind the solid paintings of Ryder. Landscape with Two Trees and River from 1962 (Fig. 3), is
thickly worked with layers of paint, creating an overall radiantly rich glow of sunlight. This
atmospheric light also recalls the luminous paintings by George Inness (1825–1894) in works
such as Evening at Medfield, Massachusetts of 1875 (Fig. 13; Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York). Another work by York, Landscape with Tree and Snake (1980; Fig. 4) displays an
assuredness of application and a suffusion of light that became emblematic of his later work. The
increasing bravura in paint application in York’s mature paintings shows a new confidence in
himself—No longer did he need to scrape down and repaint works. To eliminate self-doubt is
crucial for an artist, although some artists, such as Cézanne were famous for their ongoing doubt.
Woman and Skeleton (1967; Fig. 6), is a vanitas, referring to death and one’s mortality, set in a
serene landscape—an old theme also rooted in older art, going as far back as Baroque art.
In Two Women and a Cow in a Landscape (1986; Fig. 14), two Victorian women and a

cow, in a green field, stare at us as if posing for a photograph. They are mostly painted in a black
and white format, almost monochromatically, except for the brown skirt on one woman. The
figures, including the cow, are painted all but monochromatically in black and white, save one of
the two women in a brown skirt. Both women are depicted without faces, appearing as if
secondary in importance to the tender visage of the cow. The composition is awkwardly cropped,
thus adding an element of mystery to the painting. York left no evidence as to his meaning.
However, he is clearly interested in nineteenth-century symbolism and realism. In the flower
paintings, there is no linear perspective. There are no shadows; no sense of deep space. The
compositions are rectangular, sometimes almost square. This square format been trending
through art since 1950. It began to appear often in the 1950s in the works of Josef Albers,
Ellsworth Kelly and Robert Ryman. It is a stabilizing format that forces us to center ourselves on
the painting itself, as we need to do when looking at any painting. It keeps us kinesthetically and
psychically balanced so that we absorb what the painting has to tell us.
William Corbett discusses the two ways that York arranged his flower paintings. One
was to use the landscape as a stage setting; the other was to in effect paint a portrait of the
flowers, isolated from any other objects or setting. In the nineteenth century, flowers were
always symbolic. Since York’s work is rooted in that century’s modes, then clearly York
presented them as symbols. The question is, what are they symbolic of? This depends on what
kinds of flowers they are as York used a variety of them. In the nineteenth century, there was a
term— the language of flowers—well known to everyone; each flower had specific meanings
and associations. This tradition continued into the twentieth century. One might think of Charles
Demuth (1883–1935, whose glorious watercolor paintings of flowers are among the greatest
works of American art. Each of his works has a specific meaning, starting with a message of
love to his mother who provided care and solace to the ailing artist in his times of need. Other

flowers had other implications, including one that was a poison pen. Since York was timid and
retiring, could it be that his flowers were meant to convey messages that he could not otherwise
send? Other flowers are depicted directly, in simple containers seldom using cut glass or fancy
vases, while the arrangements bear no signs of gift-giving or presentational qualities. In his later
paintings of the 1980s, York often placed his flowers in landscapes, making for more complex
compositions, offering presumably more elaborate messages. In contrast, these compositions are
more formal and impart emotional situations, perhaps involving his love of the natural world as
opposed to the complexities of his emotional life. His art expresses his feelings, his place in the
world, conflicted as it had always been.
In Pink and White Flowers in Glass Container (1965; fig.15) a malevolent darkness is
buoyed by flowers, illuminated from the top right of the basement window of his early Long Island
studio. These contrasting orchestrations of light generate a power that is typical of his best work.
The painting is simultaneously coarse and refined, obvious but almost mystical. It reflects the
influence of Manet, yet again telling us of York’s haven in the art of the nineteenth century.
The early flower paintings depicted this subject exclusively. In his later work from the
1980s, flowers were commingled with landscapes and figures. In Carnations in a Blue Can with
a Beetle in a Landscape (1982; Fig.17) for example, the artist compresses the genres into a
single composition. Red and blue carnations in a tin can are set in a pastoral setting, complete
with a prominently depicted beetle—a fascinating and perhaps the most intriguing painting York
ever produced. What can we say of it? The elements are rendered with a compendium of
improbable sizes and scales—especially in regard to the amplified beetle. This indicates a certain
interest in realist surrealism as practiced in America in the 1930s, again indicating York’s
continued passion for art-historical styles from the past. Flowers are symbolic of freshness and
rebirth. Carnations themselves represent pure love, as do the roses York painted. Tulips, also

rendered by the artist, point to cheer, joy, and love. Thus, York is sending a message of love that
he was unable to do, himself, in person. Beetles are universal, prominently featured in human
culture as far back as in Ancient Egyptian civilization. They are believed to hold a deep spiritual
power signifying perhaps that York has higher aspirations, those too difficult to speak of, but
nevertheless essential to our own well-being. These insects are measures of hard work, progress,
and consistency, signaling to us that York is pleased with his achievements as an artist. For
York, painting is life and life’s expression, delivered in the only way he knew how. Art is life,
and life is art for him.
Have you guess'd you yourself would not continue?
Have you dreaded these earth-beetles?
Have you fear'd the future would be nothing to you?
I am the hounded slave, I wince at the bite of the dogs,
Hell and despair are upon me, crack and again crack the marksmen,
I clutch the rails of the fence, my gore dribs, thinn'd with the ooze of my skin,
I fall on the weeds and stones,
The riders spur their unwilling horses, haul close,
Taunt my dizzy ears and beat me violently over the head with whip-stocks.
——Song to myself
“Leaves of Grass”— Walt Whitman

Zinnias, used by the artist, symbolize lasting affection, as well as of its absence. Anemones,
also in his paintings signify fragility, and forsaken love, and thus seem to be a symbolic
portrait of the artist himself. He paints dandelions as metaphors of strength, perhaps a pictorial
message to himself.

CHAPTER THREE
FLOWERS IN WESTERN PAINTING
Some examples of Flower Painting in Western Art offer a useful context and means of
comparison for York’s art. Albert York30 understood art history, as most artists do. As
previously noted, he often referred to nineteenth- century French art. The stage settings in his
paintings evoke Nicolas Poussin (1594–1665), perhaps via Paul Cézanne (1839–1906), who
vowed to do nature over after Poussin. Other artists offer interesting if unproven parallels with
York’s art pictorially.31 The Spanish painter Luis Meléndez (1716-1780); French artist Henri
Fantin-Latour (1836-1904); the Italian artists Giorgio de Chirico (1844-1883), and Morandi are
interesting to discuss, although there is no evidence, except for Morandi, that York knew of their
work in any detail. However, York knew the museum collections in New York and could
possibly have seen their work there.
Édouard Manet (1832-1883), the late nineteenth-century French painter of modern
quotidian life, returned to the subject matter of flowers often and with greater intensity in his last

According to the website of Davis & Langdale “Albert York Catalogue Raisonné by Cecily
Langdale is in preparation” http://www.davisandlangdale.com/Pages/AlbertYork.html , accessed 6/10/
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years. York’s four-month stay in France in 1960 surely included close study of Manet, as well as
that of other noted French artists. To view the array of the masterpieces of nineteenth- century art
in Paris in the collection original setting at the Jeu de Paume was a stunning, transformative
experience that many have never forgotten, among them, no doubt, York himself.
He had come to know Giorgio Morandi’s (1890-1964) still-lifes well while working at
Kulicke’s frame shop. Morandi’s small size and large internal scale; his compact arrangements;
the simplicity of his still lifes; his use of close tonalities; and his internal light were clearly
important to York. Another primary source of York’s inspiration was the nineteenth-century
American painter Albert Pinkham Ryder (1847–1917) known for his deep, rich, multilayered
paintings of romantic scenes, especially of the landscape and the sea. York spoke directly of him.
“The Ryders were the only ones that really held up for me. . .They were so small but so strong
that they outdid everything else in the room. The whole universe was there in those small pictures.
Ryder knew how to fit together the negative and positive forms—clouds, sky, trees, the sea. He
locked it all in.”32 There is something deeply timeless in Ryder’s art that York often captures in
his own way.
Other cultures offer interesting contrasts to York. In Egypt, the lotus, in its decorative
capacity, is depicted on the sides of tombs, serving both as decoration and symbolic of the
transitions from creation to rebirth. A quest for naturalistic renditions is evidenced from the
fourth century BCE Greek painter Apelles through the realism of his eye-deceiving grapes and
superb rendering of fruits and flowers. Frescos from the rescued Pompeii dwellings also offer
flowers and fruits appearing as garlands or foodstuffs on shelves.
Early in the Middle Ages, the sprouting herbs and flowers of spring appeared as stone
carvings of the facades of churches and cathedrals. Painted versions of fauna and flora also
32
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appeared on their interior walls although many have long since disappeared due to decay,
organic elements, as well as various human factors including destructive forces, such as war and
pillaging, as well as neglect. In the fourteenth century, the symbolic use of flower forms gained
general acceptance in ecclesiastical painting, integrating certain blossoms into religious scenes
previously associated with pagan rituals. At the same time, the miniature painters illuminated
their borders with a vast profusion of flowers, fruits, and animals in keeping with the Gothic
tradition.

In the seventeenth century, the European academies in Paris, London, and Rome
established this ranking of suitable subject matter in painting. Based on the beliefs of the Italian
Renaissance that the highest form of art was the representation of human form, man became the
measure of all things, and, subsequently, was the moral force behind each genre. Hence,
landscape and the still life were relegated to the lowest level because they did not involve
human or uplifting spiritual subject matter. The narratives of history were deemed as the highest
aspirations because they chronicled the noblest events of human history and the trajectory of
Christian religion.
The Hierarchy of Painting was a rationale that ranked different genres in the art form of
painting in terms of their prestige and cultural value. In his De Pictura of 1441, the Italian
Renaissance architect and art theorist, Leon Battista Alberti (1401–1472) argued that multifigure
history painting was the noblest form of art.33 While being the most difficult, as it required
mastery above all the others and because it was a visual and narrative form of history, he posited
that it had the most significant potential to move the viewer.34 He also warned of the all too
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common practice of working on small panels stating, “I would have you work getting used to
making large pictures which are a near as possible to the actual size of the object you wish to
represent.”35 If we raise the still-life up to a relation with this dictum, Alberti’s size issue
becomes mute, but the hierarchy was to remain.

Still-life, especially floral subjects, in Western art remained an adjunct to Christian
religious subjects primarily and convened religious and allegorical meaning. In 1669, André
Félibien (1619–1695), a historiographer, architect, and theoretician of French classicism
presented the classic statement of the theory:
He who makes perfect landscapes is above another who only paints fruit, flowers, or
seashells. He who paints living animals is worthier of estimation than those who paint
only things that are dead and without movement. And as the figure of man is the most
perfect work of God on earth, it is also certain that he who becomes an imitator of God
by painting human figures is much more excellent than all the others.36
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It then becomes salient to discuss the “low status” that flower painting was assigned as a
subcategory of still life in Western Art history. In the Renaissance use of flowers in large-scale
painting is evidenced in Sandro Botticelli’s (ca.1445 -1510) late-fifteenth century Primavera,
ca.1480, (fig. 20; Uffizi Gallery, Florence). The millefleur background style, brought across
from popular concurrent tapestry designs of the period, surrounds a pagan gathering with a
blizzard of fecundity. Flowers in a Jug, (fig. 21; Museo Thyssen Bornemisza, Madrid) the verso
Portrait of a Young Man at Prayer, painted in 1480 by Hans Memling (1430–1494), was
thought to be originally part of a diptych or triptych and is one of the first independent still lifes
known in Western Art. The composition has a religious significance as the maiolica jug carries
Christ’s monogram that in turn contains the flowers, lilies— a reference to the purity of the
Virgin Mary. Most probably known to the knowledgeable artist, York’s work would prove to be
simpler than Memling’s by forgoing the drop-off in the foreground, refraining from patterned
surfaces and avoiding architectural settings.
Decaying flowers were often included in works with a variety of rich objects in order to
contrast the inelegance of mortality against the beauty of wealth. Netherlandish paintings of the
late sixteenth century were rich with vanitas imagery. These still-life objects were symbolic
images showing the transience of life, the futility of pleasure, and the certainty of death, to which
the flower proves entirely appropriate. During the late 1600s, the Dutch became Europe’s
leading horticulturists and exotic flowers became a national obsession. Tulpenmanie, or
Tulipmania, was a period of the early 1600s in Holland, where the highly fashionable tulip, their
bulbs, and anticipated blossoming reached extraordinarily high monetary values. Recordings of
the tulips both individually and in niched groupings became such a popular industry for painters
that it rivaled that of portraiture. Ambrosius Bosschaert the Elder (1573–1621) along with his
family and students held a dynastic legacy which continued until the mid-seventeenth century.

As exemplified in Still Life with Bouquet of Tulips a Rose and Cyclamen in a Green Glass
Bottle, 1609, (Fig 22; private collection), Bosschaert usually worked in small scale on copper,
and combined blooms from different seasons, painted from separate studies of each flower.
Paradoxically, though depicted in such permanent media, the artist sometimes added symbolic
vanitas imagery, such as insects or snails, reminders of the flower’s susceptibility to nature and
the transience of life. The paintings were created primarily as a record of spectacular floral
affluence that was available only to the sophisticated and wealthy. Secondarily, these paintings
were earthly reminders to their owners of the transitory nature of that grace and abundance, as
well as humankind’s mortality.
In the seventeenth century, along with the Northern European still-life tradition, the
stylistic trend of flowers still-lifes shifted south, making its way to the Spanish Empires where
herbariums and botanical studies as well as and bodegones. The latter, bodegones, a uniquely
Spanish term, means literally “tavern” or “bodega,” and generally refers to the depictions of
figures with food and drink. In the English-speaking world, the word bodegón usually refers to
this particular kind of painting, while in Spain it refers to both paintings depicting figures with
food and drink and as well as to still-lifes of abundance in earthy kitchens and in domestic
settings. The flowers and blossoms, when depicted, are not symbolic nor particularly decorative;
their aesthetic primacy depends upon naturalistic rendering and the displays of the earthly riches
available to Spain’s courtly and imperial culture. Luis Meléndez the Spanish still-life painter,
worked in much of the same tradition.
York seldom visited New York, but when he did he often visited the Metropolitan
50

Museum of Art. He might well have been aware of the Metropolitan’s celebrations of recent
acquisitions, especially that of the Jack and Belle Linsky Collection in 1982 and its landmark
still life painting by Meléndez The Afternoon Meal (La Merienda) of 1772 (Fig. 23 ). Similar to

York's Three Red Tulips with Horse and Rider (1982; fig. 8), the Spanish artist’s The Afternoon
Meal is uncommonly grand in scale for the artist. It is a sumptuous outdoor still-life and of
distinctive composition. Meléndez, as does York, places still life elements at the bottom edge of
the painting in a shallow but bright space set within a deep landscape. In both cases, the viewer
is placed in an awkwardly worms-eye perspective. This theatrically low perspective is
simultaneously flamboyant in presentation and naturalistic in depiction serving to elevate the
genre of still-life to that of landscape, For Meléndez, the court painter to the Prince of Asturias,
this work presents a grand display of the foodstuffs of the Spanish Empire. Assuming that York
had seen the painting, he would have understood a manner of deepening pictorial space within
his depiction of flowers, allowing for the inclusion of the Long Island landscape.
The eighteenth century bore witness to the lavish Rococo style: A French aristocratic
celebration of all things exceptionally ornamental and theatrical within architecture and the
decorative arts. The arrangement of cut flowers was an essential element to interior domestic
settings, as was the gentile production of floral patterning; both were suitable pastimes and
fashionably relegated to women. Within the Rococo style, the depiction of flowers populated wall
frescoes, decorations of fountains, and general architectural ornamentation. Popular paintings
during this period featured François Boucher’s (1703–1770) sensuous nudes, Antoine Watteau’s
(1684–1721) and Jean-Honoré Fragonard’s (1732–1806) saccharine mythological love scenes.
Numerous depictions of lavish interiors with flowing drapery composed of elaborate patterns
punctuated by floral elements illustrated the superficiality and decadence of the period.
The transition of the French floral image from the purely decorative to a stand-alone
image of nature in all its integrity without any frivolous backdrop initiated the rise of the École

des Beaux-Arts in Paris.37 Inseparable from the ascent of the École des Beaux-Arts was the
prominent member of the Académie Royale, the painter Jean-Siméon Chardin (1699–1779). Out
of step with the frippery of the Rococo period into which he was born, Chardin's work is
exemplary of clarity and restraint. The artist’s only surviving flower piece, A Vase of Flowers of
1760–65 (fig. 24; Scottish National Gallery, Edinburgh), is a study in simplicity and moderation.
Held in a modest Delft vase, amongst the deep red and pale violet sweet peas and crocuses, the
white tuberoses and blue crocuses echo the colors of the vase. The flowers within the bouquet
have lost a few petals and a red carnation has fallen on the table. Raking light distinguishes the
foreground from the shallow background by its splay of light and shadow across the ambiguous
surface upon which the vase rests. This painting is about the artist’s spontaneous approach, his
direct technique, and subtle use of lighting. Unlike the Memling, previously described, the
composition does not offer a moralizing tale or any direct symbolic content. What redeems this
painting from banality is the unacknowledged but assumed presence of the painter: the time
taken to assemble and adjust the subject matter and then to paint the fleeting subject. The motif
is not in a standard domestic setting; rather moved to the artist studio, the flowers have been
shaken slightly and a few leaves have fallen due to the painter's unsteady maneuvers to get them
there. It is superficial in attributes but significant in its depiction.
With the École des Beaux-Arts was fully established in Paris, Antoine Berjon (1754–
1843), work as did his teachings stressed the connection between the purity of Dutch flower
painting of two centuries past with the transience of life depicted in vanitas painting.
Hardly revolutionary, but certainly adventurous, Berjon’s floral instruction sat on the brink of
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Modernism. Epitomized by the late nineteenth and twentieth century diversities and fantasies of
Fantin-Latour, Manet, and Morandi, the overall historical assessment of modern depictions of
flowers is best studied by that of the individual temperament rather than by that of any unifying
artistic period.

DIRECT INFLUENCES AND POSSIBLE IMPACT
York’s flower paintings can be placed in a both a traditional visual art and a literary context
ranging from Henri Fantin-Latour, the French painter known for his flower paintings and group
portraits to the painter Eugène Delacroix (1798–1863), to the poet and critic Charles Baudelaire
(1821–1867). Fantin-Latour had numerous friends among the French painters of his day,
including Édouard Manet, and Gustave Courbet, yet his works remained conservative in style.
The Impressionist mandate of open composition, the portrayal of light in its changing qualities,
and depiction of commonplace subject matter were far from aligning with his own bourgeois
precepts. In the Metropolitan Museum’s Still Life with Flowers and Fruits (1886; fig. 25)
flowers were cut and carefully brought into the studio, where they were meticulously arranged
under the diffuse light of a sky-lit studio. The artist’s care of presentation is paramount and
reflected in the strength of his composition. The use of the finery of the period, from linens to
silver and cut glass, are keenly present yet modest in appearance. The true connection that
Fantin-Latour holds with his Impressionist contemporaries is the primacy of the brushstroke.
Unlike his École tutelage and that of the Académie, his brushstroke is not denied nor especially
tamped down. Albert York’s aesthetic shares with Fantin-Latour a keen affinity for a subdued
atmosphere and diffuse daylight. Fantin-Latour’s timbre of the overall surface brings together
objects and their environment without dissonance, an intentional effort to harmonize timelessly.
Similarly, York often presents us with a softened and timeless daylit palette and a pleasurable

limited tonal range. The exacting qualities and specificity of the object or the surfaces of FantinLatour might not have resonated with York, but his timeless quality, of no specific hour except
daylight and restrained subject matter certainly seems evident in the work York created.
Fantin-Latour's contemporary yet an elder by four years was Édouard Manet. York’s
connection to Manet is obvious. In the figurative work of 1978 Reclining Female Nude with
Cat (1978; fig. 12), York’s near pastiche of Manet’s Olympia (1863; fig. 9) was, in fact,
conjured from the artist’s memory. The other figure and the flower she carries as well as
various societal implications within the painting are fully evident in York's
version. The nude and the cat (cat house, pussy, etc.) are obvious., again a sign of sexual loss.
Manet's death at fifty-one was marked by his late embrace of simple beauty and his mastery of
alla prima painting. In his last significant work, A Bar at the Folies-Bergère of 1882 (fig. 19), a
tall-footed glass vase with a few stems of flowers is featured in the extreme foreground. So
freshly painted atop the balanced tableaux of persons, reflections, bar bottles and a glass
compote of clementines that its slightly off-center placement seems a compositional keystone to
the painting’s symmetry. York would have seen the painting on his trip to Paris. The singularity
of the floral depiction within the throng in the music hall is reminiscent of York's own solitary
character.

It is more likely that he saw the flower paintings of Manet’s last years In the 1986 book
by Robert Gordon The Last Flowers of Manet,38 the artist painted many of the flowers sent to
him as he lay ill during the last years of his life. Manet’s depiction of these gifts (Fig. 18) were
as much acknowledgments of the senders’ sentiments as they are adroit meditations on beauty’s
fleeting quality—the modern vanitas. Manet’s briskness of paint application and concise
notation of appearances, especially with the translucency of the vases, were skills York
struggled to attain throughout his career.
Giorgio de Chirico, the cofounder of the Scuola Metafisica, is best known for his
paintings produced between 1909 and 1919. Scuola Metafisica, an early twentieth-century
Italian visual art movement, would have a strong influence on Surrealism with its exploration of
the intuitive and the irrational. Surprisingly, in his 1919 essay “The Return to Craft,” de Chirico
renounced the incomprehensibility of the metaphysical. Rejecting pre-war values of personal
expressiveness, formal ingenuity, and progressive taste in favor of classical ideals, De Chirico
works range in subject matter from statuary, still life, to a plethora of flowers. The artist would
vacillate between his Surrealist and Classical tendencies for the rest of his career. In his 1955
classical Tulipani, (Fig. 26; private collection) the flowers themselves seems to be growing right
out of the picture plane into the viewers’ space, not unlike York's Red Tulips with Horse and
Rider (Fig. 8). Though de Chirico’s floral works were not as institutionally championed as were
the early “metaphysical” paintings, the 1982 Museum of Modern Art retrospective of his work
(the same year that York’s tulip painting was made) would certainly have given York the
opportunity to become familiar with the work.
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Of greater significant influence on York's was Giorgio Morandi. His meditations on the
intimacy of artistic practice have become a lodestar for many painters and poets who evoke the
lyrical and find poetry in the familiar and unexceptional. As visible in the Flori of 1957 (fig. 27;
private collection) the centrality of the artist’s subject, his muted palette, and the intimate
relationship with their subject is unmistakably resonant when appreciating York’s floral works.
In 1957, not yet thirty, York’s proximity to the three hundred Giorgio Morandi paintings being
framed at Kulicke’s shop for exhibition (fig. 28) surely had an effect on him and coincided with
a renewal of his efforts in painting. Morandi was both an art-historical figure for his early
relationship to Italian Metaphysical painters as well as an artist working at that time, in the
1950s, at the height of his powers in a representational manner. Whether or not York actually
handled or framed the paintings themselves when employed at Kulicke’s is unknown, but with
Kulicke’s enthusiasm as well as having an intimate viewing, Morandi's work would have
allowed him a deep awareness of the work’s facture. As visible in a photograph taken of
Morandi’s easel (fig. 29), the artist often scraped down his day’s efforts, trying to get the image
right, painted all in one sitting. York might have understood Morandi’s surfaces as the daily
palimpsests that they often were. Peter Schjeldahl’s 2008 review of the Morandi retrospective at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art could just as well read as a description of any of the pre-1980s
York flower paintings:
He disregarded the receding plane of the tabletop, often shrouding the back edge with
brown paper, so that it wouldn’t distract him. The horizon of that edge commonly
seems arbitrary, and the tabletop itself may be woozily indefinite. Morandi anchors his
objects frontally, pressed against our gaze. He often paints them all but flat, adding only
dim highlights and perfunctory shadings, which at first excite and then gently relax our
automatic effort to read roundedness and depth in the pictures.

Schjeldahl concludes that: “Morandi has never been a popular artist and never will be. He
engages the world one solitary viewer at a time.”39

Similarities between the two artists are compelling but the differences prove striking. As
visible in Fiori, Morandi most often signed his work; York never did. Morandi often “locks up”
his floral composition (to borrow York’s own phraseology), by taking the table edge and horizon
lines out of the very edge of the canvas, formally securing it into the rectangular format. York,
though equally spontaneous, is less calculated. Morandi is aware of the compositional effect of
the entire structure of the painting, whereas York, forever indefinite, pushes paint out toward the
edges looking to just keep the image on the surface. Initially provisional, York is always ready to
erase and scrape it all down. In addition to these comments, Schwabsky notes the following
metaphysical differences:
... in Morandi’s still lifes and landscapes, perfectly objective as much as they are
profoundly intimate, their formal quiddity is the result of the artist’s concentration on the
visible world, whereas the things York paints, as ordinary as they may usually be, have
been espied by the mind’s eye alone. They keep their strict proportion there.40
Robert Kulicke, York’s employer, rekindled his painting career with his encounter with Morandi
as well. He became a respected artist in his own right creating simple still lifes mounted in his
own handcrafted frames. His experience with, and appreciation of Morandi's work, is also quite
evident in his own paintings. Kulicke was working roughly in the same time period as York and
their floral work that looks somewhat similar as apparent in Yellow Flowers in a Glass Jar of
1976 (Fig. 30; private collection). The formal quiddity in Morandi and York that Schwabsky
refers to, however, is found wanting in Kulike’s efforts. The impact of Morandi’s work upon
39
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both Kulick and York is certain, yet Kulicke’s influence seems a sincere form of flattery where
York is vitally nurtured by Morandi sentiments, and he then moves forward.
Corbett writes in a 1999 Modern Painters article that what York offered was more
evident in artworks where it was lacking:
After I saw [York’s] Two Anemones in a Landscape, I wandered alone uptown to the
Metropolitan Museum, thinking only to amble around inside. There I came across a room
full of Clifford Stills. The York had so concentrated my eye that the Stills looked big and
empty, their craggy, mountainous heights reaching after the grandeur that York achieves
effortlessly. Since World War II, American artists have paraded their ambition as if the
scale of their reach must ennoble their art. York is completely different from these artists.
There is not a breath of hot air in his paintings nor is any brush-stroke forced.41
Floriography is a means of symbolic communication through the use and arrangement of
flowers. The language of flowers is based on a combination of folklore, literature, mythology,
religion, as well as the physical characteristics of the plant. As a literary tradition, based on the
language of flowers in book form, its popularity soared in nineteenth-century Victorian
England, France, and America.
Mythologies have been attributed to flowers for thousands of years, practiced in cultures
throughout Europe, Asia, and Africa. Sources of Victorian language of flowers range from the
mythologies, and religions of the ancient Egyptians through to Medieval Herbals, early printed
books used in attempts for cures that identify specific plants and flowers not only for their
medicinal virtues, but often include their mythological roots and lore as well. In literature,
legend and folklore of floriography is continued up through Shakespeare and into the Romantic
poets. More discussion of the language of flowers is in order. Books on the subject were readily
available in Virginia’s library.42
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The language of flowers — a popular literary trend in the Victorian nineteenth century—offered
a sentimental view of natural history through dictionaries of flowers. Burke’s The Illustrated
Language of Flowers,43 and Katherine Beals’s Flower Lore and Legend44 of 1917, could have
been available. Such studies were popular.
As remembered by her daughter, one of Virginia’s garden beds was always set aside
for flowers, including zinnias, and roses.45 York painted zinnias as well mixed bouquets
(figs. 34, 37, 38, 39). An early painting of Two Zinnias (1965; fig. 37) shows bloom in
disarray upon a counter, one face down in the foreground, the other sheltered behind the
first. Burke symbolically lists Zinnias as “thoughts of absent friends” and “consistency or
lasting affection.” From their youth to their old age, Zinnias endure and continue to
blossom offering steadfastness pleasure of their long flowering season. Perhaps this is York
stating his love.
York’s main concern was doubtless his life as an artist. It is noted by family members46
that York’s involvement as a husband, a stepfather was often under scrutiny. As touched upon in
his biography, according to his daughter, he seemed never ever really sure of how to fulfill his
role as a husband, a father, or a son.47 As much as any other flower painted by York, the
anemone appears frequently in York’s repertoire, at least twice a decade (figs. 35, 39, 40, 41, 42,
43). In the many anemone paintings that York created, from dark grounds of the previously
discussed Blue and White Anemones in a Glass Jar (1968; fig. 35) to the lush landscape of Two
Pink Anemones (1982; fig. 43), the depictions of the flowers are always lyrical and engaging.
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The anemones’ petals cup upwards as invitations, paradoxically as fragile in appearance as they
are self-protecting in nature: The flower closes at night and opens back up in the morning. Some
varieties of the anemone close swiftly at the touch of the hand as well. In some sense, the
anemone paintings might be construed as a metaphoric self-portrait of the artist sharing the
characteristics of both fragility and self-protection.
The Language of Flowers presents the anemone as a symbol of abandonment commingled
with the hopes of reunion, while Lore and Legend underscores this interpretation through
mythology. In Burke, the anemone is cited as both representing the “Forsaken” and of
“Expectation.” The associations of an abandonment in one's life and the anticipation of that
person's return clearly parallels the events in York’s biography. In Katherine Beals’s Legend and
Lore the anemone’s mythology entwines York's biography as well. For Beals, the anemone is
symbolic of grief for the loss of a loved one while pining for their return.48
In her book, Beals writes of the transcendent love between the Greek goddess Aphrodite
and the misguided and senseless death of the mortal Adonis. Adonis has died of a reckless folly
Aphrodite feels culpable of. Fearing she will forget their love, she mingles her tears with his
blood, setting forth anemone flowers that will sprout wherever her endless tears land on mortal
soil. York’s history of the maternal loss, remembrance, and then love are clearly echoed through
the flowers in his paintings.
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A late painting, A Purple Anemone and Zinnias in a Glass Jar (1987; fig. 39), created
over a decade after the reconciliation of mother and son, brings together the anemone and the
zinnia in a telling manner. A flourishing of three zinnias rest to the right side of the glass:
Burke’s “thoughts of absent friends'' and “consistency or lasting affection,” outweigh Beals’s
symbolic “grief for the loss of a loved one,” that is expectant in the anemone alone at left. The
pain of abandonment persisted.
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Descriptions of four works give more details about Albert York’s flower paintings:
Zinnias in a Ceramic Jar (fig. 38)
1966
Oil on Wood
11 ½ x 9 ½ in. (29.2 x 24.1 cm)
Private collection
Zinnias in a Ceramic Jar (1966) is an early painting and still rather amateurish in comparison
to York’s later work. The composition’s tenebrous setting and labored surface are typical of his
early work. The life cycle of the flowers is evident here in the decayed blossoms, pointing to
the inevitability of death. There is a grim tenor to York’s art emanating from his soul, also
evident in Brown Cow (1984; fig. 5). This brooding mood also emerges from Zinnias in a
Ceramic Jar, which is awkwardly rendered and somewhat tawdry. Nevertheless, the
composition is curiously assertive and demands our attention.
The darkness of these works’ backgrounds is due no doubt to the windowless garage in
which he painted them. However, there can also be no doubt that this also echoes the darkness
of his soul at the time. In the early years of living in Long Island, York was thought to have
worked in the basement of the house, eventually moving up into the garage.49

When asked about Zinnias in a Ceramic Jar, York's stepson, Johnathan Caldwell recalls,
“He may have done that early on, [painted in the basement] but I remember him always painting
in the garage that had no windows; he would leave the door up.” Caldwell explains, “Through
the sixties he painted in our single car garage, an unheated wood-frame and shingle box too
small to hold our station wagon. With its doors closed, that old garage was no brighter than a
basement, all darkened wood with one small window and a single bulb overhead.” Caldwell
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thinks most were painted in the garage or basement of the garage. “The lighting looks right for
the garage, to me.”50 During the warm weather he could raise the garage doors, thus permitting
more light, as evidenced in Straw Flowers in a Tin Container (1966; Fig. 45), a bright and
sharply sunlit work.

As in many of the depictions of flowers with dim backgrounds of the 1960s, the deep
pictorial space in Zinnias in a Ceramic Jar, a shadowy void appears behind flowers at the table's
back edge. The ceramic jar rests upon is white surface, as do a number of the early flower
paintings (figs.15, 37, 45). The light that illuminated the Zinnias is diffused from over the
shoulder of the artist so that York, while painting, was always facing into the darkness. Having
the light at his back allowed the artists’ subjects to be illuminated evenly, as seen in Zinnias in a
Ceramic Jar, without the visible cast of a shadow. Some paintings, however, such as Red and
Yellow Flowers in a Tin Can (fig. 46), and Bread and Wine (fig. 16), both of 1966, record a
shadow, possibly from more direct electric lighting. In Zinnias, the flowers lurch forward with
the blossoms in the foreground highlighted, and then progressively blur into shadow. A ruffle of
a white tablecloth is suggested at the back-right corner of the table adding perspectival depth.
The rest of the “tablecloth” is a painted and scrubbed white surface revealing striations in the
wood substrate.
The two-toned stoneware pot’s upper half is a deep green, an effect amplified by the
complementary color relationship to the warmth of a red-umber background. The pot's glazed
upper half intersects with the unpainted bottom of the ceramic base. Not quite in perspectival
harmony and thus curving at its center, the pot looks slightly flat. This lapse in his drawing
technique is a key as to why York might have scraped away so many paintings. These slight
50
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inconsistencies might have proven intolerable to such a meticulous artist and might explain why
it took ten years before he allowed this particular work to be exhibited. Aside from the pot’s
unaligned contours, the painting's unpolished composition stems from confused lighting effects.
Muted gray paint briskly applied to the lower left section of the pot looks to bolster the form as
well as noting the light coming from the right. This late addition to the painted surface does not
result in what should have cast a shadow to the left.
York’s unseasoned skills are offset in the assertive depiction of the zinnias themselves.
The flowers do not seem to have been painted in one sitting as the paint is applied in a deft feat
of repeated, virtually sculptural, impasto. The petals, especially the blossom with green pistils at
the center, are layered one onto another emanating from the flower’s center. The three zinnias at
the back of the arrangement appear to have been painted earlier than the two lively blossoms in
the foreground along with the wilted flower that are painted with dazzling spontaneity. The life
force given in the repeated paint application is counterbalanced by the disfigured collapse of the
flower at center. Though this painting was done in an earlier period in York's career, the vanitas
aspect of the floral arrangements will be one that persists. The jubilant blossom, next to the
incipient bud juxtaposed by the decay of another is meant to reflect the transience of life: the
fleeting moments of pleasure, the beauty of nature, and the certainty of death.
Other than in the depiction of the flowers themselves, the paint application appears wiped
down, smeared, and leaves a somewhat displeasing thin layer of pigment describing the table
surface and what lay behind. The rough plywood in which it was painted is darkened, possibly
due to the oil paint staining and prematurely darkened unprimed wood.
Roses in a Glass Jar (fig. 7)
1978
Oil on wood
15
11 /16 x 10 in. (30.2 x 25.4 cm)
Private collection

In Roses in a Glass Jar, the background of the roses frontal presentation is bisected by yellow
ochre back wall and possibly a brown tabletop, well below the halfway point yet not quite into
thirds. Deliberate, it seems allegiant to the golden section or the photographic rule of thirds.
Though York's division was generated by observation of the subject, the formalist design of the
flower paintings often appears mathematically arrived.
The object of York’s paintings is a gathering of roses veritably bursting from their glass
constraints. The pressure of their confinement is palpable and serves to make their presence so
much more urgent. The subject’s earnestness is heightened by the proximity of the subject to the
painter. Evidence of this closeness is most striking at an ocular perspective at the base of the
glass vase it opens almost spiraling downward from the inferred horizon that nears the top of the
painting. The viewer is, as York was, looking down into the bouquet, at an arm’s length, at a
fragrant distance.
Vigorous application of paint is reserved only for the flowers themselves; paint layers
appear to be created over a brief series of sessions repeated often enough to capture the transitory
grace of the subject. Three green leaves triangulate the circumference of four roses. The light
filled the blossom at left, with their individual and impastoed petals, shading two older roses to
the right. In contrast to the darkened blossoms is the tight rosebud atop the bouquet spiraling
back and upwards—a poignant retort to the life cycle of the roses.
The light source, high and to the left, is warm and subtle as if from a table lamp. York
brought the natural light of his native Long Island into many of his landscape paintings, but the
majority of the flowers are interior affairs. The roses are lit from a reading lamp or maybe the
single overhead bulb in the garage studio. This light cast a faint shadow to the right of the glass
accentuating the youthful blossoms deepening the age of the older flowers at center and

heightening the swirling arrangement.
The overall paint application throughout is even handed as it encases the subject. The
upper section and the lower are uniform and opaque in application. York’s brush cuts in and fills
out the grooves, completing the negative space around the flower as it edits the positive, ,
defining both the petals and leaf edges as pressing out into space as well deftly signaling the
slight translucent diminution of the grey glass as it recedes from the eye toward the table. The
most adroit of the paint handing is also the thinnest, where the glass is as much drawn as it is
painted. Defined in grays and complementary green/reds the illusions of glasswork, York used
the scraping of the brush handle to complete the portrayal.
I noticed punctures where brushwork reaches the outermost edges of the wood plank and
where unpainted bits of the substrate appear. Upon closer investigation, on the left side of the
wood substrate there are four punctures—nail holes apparently. During my original research of
the Roses in a Glass Jar, these perforations were unseen due to cropping of the digital image or
overlooked due to the quality of some images. Descriptions of this work did not mention these
conditions. Commencing quite near to the top and terminating as near to the base, countersunk
and roughly opened, these four ¼ inch holes are evenly spaced up the left side of the surface.
Sources state that York often worked on scraps from construction sites he worked on.51 The
holes evidence of a cut-down portion of a crate were evidence of such prior structural use.
York’s appropriation of discarded materials disposes urgency to the image. Despite the ordered
look of the artwork York’s urgency, or insistence, to materialize the image is candid and
genuine. Unfettered by too much premeditation and painterly decorum, it was not the how of
creation, nor the why either, but it was the fact of its creation. No matter what it was painted
upon and apparently for what reason, its negligence to those matters allows its urgent and
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insistence to become predominant.
Roses in a Glass Jar is a painting that marks the arrival of York as a fully skilled
painter. As part of the solo exhibition “Albert York” at the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston in
1982, it helped bring the artist wider recognition, although no catalogue was ever prepared for
it.

Dandelions in a Blue Tin (fig. 44)
1982
Oil on panel
12 x 10 ¾ in. (30.5 x 27.3 cm)
The Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, Connecticut. Gift of Edward Gorey.

Edward Gorey was the owner of this work. The Wadsworth Athenaeum curator Erin Monroe
believes that Gorey was drawn to something “subtly subversive” in York’s “ordinary” subjects,
and to the humor in the carefully arranged weeds.52
Topped by two of the nettlesome flowerings, the blue labelled can is stuffed full to
bursting with the hooked leaves distinct to the dandelion. The nascent pale yellow bud high in the
back is almost blocked by the single emblematic yellow blossom of a dandelion in full flower.
A full array of sap greens, green oxides, viridian, terre verte, and a variety of green come
to mind as at least fifteen individual leaves are depicted in a variety of greens, yet the true
distinctions between leaves are created by his adroit brush. The sculpting of a leaf was
completed by the twisting of a loaded brush: pushing, pulling, and rolling pigment off the brush
and onto the board with animated dexterity. The brush can also be a tool to remove and reveal.
He depicts deadened leaves by removing pigment, letting the light brown of the oil stained board
read as diminished foliage. The leaves are distinctly painted alla prima, wet into wet, looking to
be completed in a single session. The blue paper wrapped around the can is slightly torn and has
an illustration of a red bouquet, possibly of roses.
In Dandelions in a Blue Tin, his signature effort, York leaves the edges and corners
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untended with paint leaving evidence of a white background appearing underneath the taupe
background. It remains uncertain whether this apparent layer is a priming coat, or previous
attempts at compositions obliterated and abandoned, or alterations in tonal values for the current
image. Paint seams elsewhere, especially where the leaves enter the can, provide slim views to
the substrate which is fresh and not discolored. Even if this surface ever held prior images, the
Dandelions paint application is of a singular effort and not labored; it is as skilled as it may be
sardonic, once again revealing the complexity of his feelings, expressed only through paint.
Three Red Tulips in a Landscape with Horse and Rider (fig.8)
1982
Oil on wood
15 ⅜ x 14 ¼ in. (39.6 x 36.2 cm)
Parrish Art Museum, Water Mill, New
York
York particularly disliked Three Red Tulips in a Landscape with Horse and Rider. “It’s pretty
lousy - pardon the word - work. Pretty bad,” he said.53

Both paintings from the Parrish collection, Three Red Tulips in a Landscape with Horse
and Rider and Three Trees in a Landscape with Water in the Foreground (fig 47), demonstrate
painterly confidence and agility, now as a mature artist. No more hesitancy. By now York's
admirable application of paint was unmistakable, laid-in by what seems to be the use of a
single-sized brush. Unique to this viewing was my sense of York's clarity of painterly decisionmaking.
The diminished clarity of Three Trees in a Landscape with Water in the Foreground is
done so for effect. The light greens, both vibrant and pale, that detail the canopy of the three trees
are willfully brushed out loosely into the atmosphere and come forward to describe what lies
53

between the trees as well as what comprises them. Where Three Trees is a sensual landscape,
morning perhaps, witnessed and recorded, Three Red Tulips is a manufactured event; objects
interact as if remembered and then described as if a theatrical event.
Three Red Tulips in a Landscape with Horse and Ride is the largest of the paintings this
writer viewed; one is struck by York’s unusually lucid and striking image. The painting looks
expansive as the flowers are now released into a recessive landscape. After leaving the Parrish
Museum and checking sizes, the Three Red Tulips are another quarter larger than the
Dandelions in a Blue Tin (fig. 44) of the same year and another one third as large as the 1978
Roses in a Glass Jar (fig.7) described earlier. The painting's compositional enigma, its
unexpected vividness may suggest why two poets, William Corbett54 and Bill Berkson,55 both
chose to start their critical appreciation of York with the image.

As previously observed, York's application of paint does not consistently reach the outer
edges of the substrate. In this case a good deal of the previous paint application is visible.
Appearing under the sky blue at both upper corners is a contrasting underpainting of red oxide.
The pigment is again evident within the definition of the flowers themselves and actively
participates in the tulips as an underpainting. Where the stems of the flowers rise out of the soil
and are distinguished from the umber of the earth, the paint applications of each do not quite
meet. The open spaces left between stems and soil are free of fresh paint and reveal the red
underpainting. The red peers through in a dynamic complementary relationship to the green
stems and lower leaves. Its presence either denotes an underpainting that York put down in
creation of the present image, or it is the remains of a previous painting. At the very bottom
edge of the painting, are accumulations of paint created by what looks to be the artist’s
54
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left-handed use of a palette knife. The gathered lines of thinned brown paint at the base of the
painting, dregs of what came before, add an urgent freshness to an already decisive image.
York’s speed, alla prima, and all-in-one-sitting of the paint application cancels out the hesitation
in a premeditated image. These flowers were observed, painted quickly, and must have been
painted from a fresh memory. To ascertain a stem’s swerving passage through sturdy leaves or
depict the bolt strength of a stem sprouting up from the soil, and all just leaning slightly toward
the left was surely gathered from direct observation. However, it is Berkson’s “chin-to-ground
perspective”56 of a recessive and active landscape that marks the improbability of the paining
being a strictly en plein air painting.
There are three tulips heads and four stems, as noted by Berkson.57 During his three-year
separation from his wife, York was unmoored, remaining in Long Island despondent and alone,
and yet uncommonly productive. York’s flowers denote the transience from blossom to full blown
beauty, and finally to death.
In Three Red Tulips, York brings together three genres, still-life, figuration and landscape
presenting a dramatic tableau. Theatrically observed, the tulips rise from a soil-covered stage as
objects of veneration and are spot lit at center stage from above. The horse and rider enter from a
thatch of trees on a distant stage at left. Low on the horizon, a wispy clouded blue sky is pushing
out to the outer edges of the backdrop. York’s tulips are the actors at center stage left without a
script. This is York at the height of his powers.
Corbett58 and Hainley59 share comparable suppositions of a mise-en-scène wherein the
flowers perform as actors within a landscape completing a tableau for the viewer. What remains to
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be analyzed is the equestrian element in Tulips. As previously noted, Albert Pynkam Ryder’s
influence, especially on York's early works.60 Corbett directly references The Race Track (Death
on a Pale Horse) of 1896 (Fig. 48; Cleveland Museum of Art): “What York carried over from
Ryder is an animating tension in his forms, a quality of arrangement that is at once right and
mysterious, a whole universe in a small space. Three Tulips in a landscape with Horse and Rider
may be, with its rider and careering horse, a nod to York’s master.61
York’s uses only part of Ryder's symbolism. Because the Ryder image is so famous, it’s
incomplete, being neither a skeleton nor with scythe, thus the significance in the middle ground
of Tulips is mysterious as its explicit reference to Ryder remains cursory. If viewed in direct
relation to the Ryder painting, York’s painting may be a vanitas, where the viewer is reminded
that the flower's beauty is subject to demise over time with an ode to familial absence as
previously mentioned. Ryder’s painting was based on a suicide, so could it be that York was
also despondent given his familial estrangement at the time? Three Red Tulips in relation to
Ryder’s The Race Track (Death on a Pale Horse) is as obvious as York's version of Manet’s
Olympia (1863; Fig 9) in his Reclining Female Nude with Cat of 1978 (Fig. 12). Conceding, “I
didn’t actually copy it,” York told Tomkins, “just painted it from memory.”62
The use of a horse relates to the verdant county and gentile wealth all around him in the
Hamptons, all of which he did not have; and cared not to his stepson, Jonathan Caldwell,
recalled:
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As to Al's painting habits, they were what I'd have to call Spartan, no frills, just like the
man. Through the seventies he painted in our 1920s-era single car garage, an unheated
wood-frame and shingle box too small to hold our station wagon. I think it had a ceramic
fixture with a single lightbulb overhead in the framework. He used an easel and a straightbacked wooden chair. A simple wooden bench that he'd built would hold his paint box. A
small end-table would hold a water glass with a flower in it. He worked there year-round,
wearing a sweatshirt in the autumn, adding an OD green army surplus jacket in the winter.
His only source of heat would be a cup of Nescafe instant coffee to hold, seemed like 20
cups a day, and endless Camel straights.63
Out of this this frugal, singular life, out of these small, unpretentious but powerful paintings, comes
forth beautiful art with powerful messages, now made manifest.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
All paintings by Albert York are in private collections unless otherwise noted.

Fig. 1 Albert Pinkham Ryder, The Toilers of the Sea, 1880 - 85, Oil on wood, 11 ½ in. x 12 in.
(29.2 x 30.5 cm). Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
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Fig. 2 Giovanni Bellini St. Francis in the Desert, ca. 1476 - 78, oil on panel, 49 in × 56 in
(124.6 cm × 142 cm) Frick Collection, NY.

Fig. 3 Landscape with Two Trees and River, 1962 Oil on silk mounted on Masonite 10 ½ in. x
10 ⅞ in. (25.5 x 27.5 cm)
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Fig. 4 Landscape with Trees and Snake, 1980, oil on Masonite, 12 ½ in. x 11 in. (32 x 28 cm).

Fig. 5 Brown Cow, 1984, oil on wood, 9 ¼ in.x 14 in. (23.5 x 25.5 cm)
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Fig. 6 Woman with a Skeleton, c. 1967, Oil on canvas mounted on Masonite, 12 in. x 11 in. (31
x 28 cm)

15

Fig. 7 Roses in a Glass Jar, 1978, oil on wood, 11 /16 in. x 10 in. (30.2 x 25.4 cm)
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Fig. 8 Three Red Tulips with Horse and Rider, 1982, oil on wood. 15 ⅜ in. x 14 ¼ in.( 39.6 x
36.2 cm) Parrish Art Museum, Watermill, New York.

Fig. 9 Édouard Manet, Olympia, 1863, oil on canvas, 51in. x 75 in. (130 x 190 cm). Musee
D'Orsay, Paris.
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Fig. 10 Two Reclining Women in a Landscape, 1967, oil on canvas, 10 x12 inches (25 x 31 cm)

Fig. 11 Gustave Courbet Young Ladies on the Banks of the Seine (Summer) 1857 oil on canvas,
68 ½ in. x 81 in. (174 x 206 cm) Petit Palais, Paris

67

Fig. 12 Reclining Female Nude with Cat, 1978, Oil on wood 9 3/8 in. x 12 5/8 in. (24 x 32 cm)

Fig. 13 George Inness, Evening at Medfield, Massachusetts 1875. Oil on canvas. 38 in. x 63 ⅛
in. (96.5 x 160.5 cm) Metropolitan Museum of Art, NY.

68

Fig. 14 Two Women with Cow in a Landscape, 1986, Oil on canvas board 15 ½ x 14 (39 x 36
cm).

Fig. 15 Pink and White Flowers in a Glass Container, 1965, oil on wood, 10 in. x 8 in. (25.4 x
20.3 cm)

69

Fig. 16 Bread and Wine, 1966, oil on wood ,8 in. x 10 in. (20.3 x 25.4 cm)

Fig. 17 Carnations in a Blue Can with a Beetle in a Landscape, 1982, oil on wood 14 ¼ in. x 13
9
/16 in. (10.8 x 34.5 cm)
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Fig. 18 Édouard Manet, Carnations and Clematis in a Crystal Vase, 1882, oil on canvas, 22 in.
x 14 in. (55.8 x 35.5 cm), Musée d'Orsay, Paris.

Fig. 19 Édouard Manet, A Bar at the Folies-Bergère, 1882, oil on canvas, 38 in. x 51 in. (96.5 x
129.5 cm), Courtauld Institute, London.
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Fig. 20 Sandro Botticelli, Primavera, late 1470's or 1480's, Tempera on panel, 80 in. x 124 in.
( 202 x 314 cm) Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

Fig. 21 Hans Memling, Flowers in a Jug (verso), c. 1490, Oil on oak panel, 11 ½ in. x 6
8 ⅞ in. (29.2 x 22.5 cm) Museo Thyssen Bornemisza, Madrid.
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Fig. 22 Ambrosius Bosschaert the Elder, Still Life with Bouquet of Tulips a Rose and Cyclamen
in a Green Glass Bottle, 1609, oil on copper, 6 ¼ in. x 4 1/2 in. (15.6 by 11.3 cm) Private
Collection.

Fig. 23 Luis Melendez - The Afternoon Meal (La Merienda), ca. 1772, oil on canvas, 41 ½ in. x
60 ½ in. (105.41 x 153.67 cm) Metropolitan Museum of Art, N.Y.
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Fig. 24 Jean-Baptiste Simeon Chardin, A Vase of Flowers, 1760-65. Oil on canvas, 17 ¾ in x
14½ in. (45 x 36.8 cm), Scottish National Gallery, Edinburgh.

Fig. 25 Henri Fantin-Latour, Still Life with Flowers and Fruits, 1886, oil on canvas, 28 ¾ in. x
23½ in. (73 x 59.7 cm), Metropolitan Museum of Art, N.Y.
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Fig. 26 Giorgio de Chirico, Tulipani, ca.1955, oil on canvas board, 15⅝ in. x 19¾ in (40 x 50
cm). Private collection.

Fig. 27 Gorgio Morandi, Fiori, 1953. Oil on canvas, 12 x 16 inches (30.5 x 40.5 cm) Private
collection
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Fig. 28 Giorgio Morandi Catalog cover of the 1957 retrospective exhibition, World House
Galleries, New York.

Fig. 29 [Giorgio Morandi’s Easel]; photograph by Luigi Ghirri- Atelier Morandi, Bologna vie
Fondazze, 1992 (detail)
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Fig. 30 Robert Kulicke, Yellow Flowers in a Glass Jar, 1976, oil on board, 8.5 in. x 8.25 in,
(21.6 x 21 cm). Private collection.

Fig. 31 Mark Rothko, No. 3. 1953. oil on canvas, 68 in. x 54 ¼ in. (172.7 x 137.8 cm),
Metropolitan Museum of Art, N.Y.
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Fig. 32 Maureen Gallace, Our Desert Plant #1, 2006, oil on panel, 12 in. x 11 in. (30.5 x 27.9
cm). Courtesy 303 Gallery, New York.

Fig. 33 Brice Marden. For Pearl. 1970. oil and beeswax on canvas, three panels overall 96 in. x
98.¼ in. (243.8 x 249.5 cm), Private Collection.
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Fig. 34 Zinnias and Pink Rose in Blue Pot, 1983, Oil on wood, 16 ⅜ x 13 (41.6 x 33 cm)

Fig. 35 Blue and White Anemones in a Glass Jar, 1968, oil on plywood, 14 in. x 11 in. (35.5 x 28
cm)
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Fig. 36 Ross Bleckner. Hot House. Oil on linen, 1994. 108 in. x 60 in. (274.3 x 152.4 cm)
Private collection.

Fig. 37 Two Zinnias 1965, oil on canvas mounted on wood, 9 in. x 10 ½ in. (22.8 x 26.7 cm)
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Fig. 38 Zinnias in a Ceramic Jar, 1966, oil on wood, 11 ½ in x 9 ½ in. (29.2 x 24.1 cm)

Fig. 39 A Purple Anemone with Zinnias in a Glass Jar, 1987, oil on wood, 16 ⅜ in. x 13 in.
(42.6 x 33 cm)
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Fig. 40 Two Anemones in a Glass, 1970, oil on canvas mounted on board, 9in. x 10 ¼ in. (22.8 x
26 cm)

82

15

Fig. 41 Three Anemones in a Tin Can, 1978, oil on Masonite, 11 /16 in. x 10 in. (30.3 x 2.4
cm)

Fig. 42 Anemones in Blue Can, 1982, oil on wood, 8 ½ x 10 ¼ in. (21.6 x 26 cm)
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Fig. 43 Two Pink Anemones 1982, oil on Masonite, 14in. x 12 ⅛ in. (35.6 x 40 cm)

Fig. 44 Dandelions in a Blue Tin, 1982 , oil on wood, 12 in.x 10 ¾ in. (30.5 x 27.3 cm),
Wadsworth Athenaeum Museum of Art, Hartford.
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Fig. 45 Straw Flowers in a Tin Container, 1966, oil on canvas mounted on wood, 10 ¾ in. x 10
in. (27.3 x 25.4 cm)

Fig. 46 Red and Yellow Flowers in a Tin Can, 1966, Oil on wood 11 in. x 11 ¾ in. (28 x 29.8
cm)
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Fig. 47 Three Trees in a Landscape with Water in the Foreground 1992, oil on masonite, 11 ⅞
in. x 13 ⅝ in. (30 x 34 cm), Parrish Art Museum, NY.

Fig. 48 Albert Pinkham Ryder The Race Track (Death on a Pale Horse), 1896 - 1908, oil on
canvas, 12 ¾ in. x 35¼ in. (32.4 x 89.5 cm), Cleveland Museum of Art.
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Fig. 49 Albert York's paint box and a drawing (by Jonathan Caldwell) of York's painting bench.‘
dates and dimensions unknown, courtesy Jonathan Caldwell
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